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CAMPUS GOVERNANCE AT TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Purpose
The purpose of campus governance is to provide the means whereby each
member of the academic community may contribute his opinions, knowledge, and
experience toward the attainment of the optimum educational, spiritual and social
climate.
Our approach to campus governance at Toylor University Is based on our
recognition of the interdependence of all the components, our awareness of the
necessity .jtcommunication among ourselves, and our appreciation of the force of
ioint action in efforts to solve university problems. For Taylor these problems focus
on the academic excellel'lee of educational experience, the spirttual quality of
educational climate, and the structuring of continuing financial support for the
university. The maintenance of a vital Christian emphasis Is Important In the
procedures by which we strive to achieve these goals. No single group has all
the w lsdom, all the power or all the responsibility. Shoring responsibility through
committees and various forms of group action Is desirable In contrast to polarized
anti-actions for the sake of power displays.

Principles
From discussions during this conference, the folmwing principles emerged.
1. lntellectual, spiritual, and social growth and development are the
primary goals of Taylor University, and this determines how It is governed.
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-22. The interests of each member of the community are represented by
··.
duly elected or appointed Individuals.
3. For the purpose of governance, roles, though overlapping, must be
recognized and respected. In a group Jiving situation, individual personal
preferences may be subiect to the goals and purpoaes of the group as jointly
determined.
4. Communication channels must be kept open at every level of the
university structure.

Po lie ies ond Procedures
We believe that clearly defined channels for expression and communication
are eMentlal, and that these channels should be used by all parties. Emergencies,
should they arise, will be met with intelligent flrmnea on the part of responsible
parties, and wi II be mediated with considerate flexibility. The cooperation of
all parties Is sought by all other parties, and

onw when this proves to be unsucceM-

ful or lmpoulble wlfl any group or individual be separated from the community, or
elvil law invoked.
Specific procedures are to be based on the ouumptlons of the students' right
-

.Jii..

to learn, the faculty's right f~..teach, and the administration's responsibility to
provide leadership by which both will be furthered and preserved •
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Our approach to campus governance at Taylor University is baaed on our
recognition of the Interdependence of all the components, our awareness of the
usefulness of communication among ourselves, and our appreciation of the force
of ioint action in all efforts to solve educational problems. For Taylor these
problems focus on the academic excellence of the educational experience, the
spiritual quality of educational climate, and the structuring of continuing
financial support for the university. The maintenance of a vital Christian emphasis
Is important in the procedur" by which we strive to achieve these educational
goals.
Each component of the community has a vital role In the decision--making
process. By the very nature of the case, no single group has all the wisdom, all
the power or all the responsibility. Sharing responsibility through committees and
various forms of group action Is desirable In contrast to polarized anti-actions for
the sake of power displays. Any group which resorts to politics, pressure tactics
or power grabs automatically dissipates Its energies and makes itself less significant
in the community enterprise.
Mutual understanding through llsterf'tg, open chamels and positive attitudes
I

is the true key. The administration needs the understanding of the students as much
as students need to be understood by the faculty. Any Individual or group may
be heard by any other group, at least on a representative basis. We share good

-2will and credit each other with honest and good intentions and respect each other's
Intelligence, each In his own role.
We be II eve that clearly defined channels for expression and communi cation
are essential, and we believe It Is essential that these channels be used by all
parties. Disruption of these or violent forms of expression by any group are not
acceptable and will be "put down" by the other components of the community.
Should trouble occur, efforts would be made to Identify the source, either external
or lnternaJ. •That "source" may share reasons for dissatisfaction or state grievances
via the estabJished channels of the organization. Emergencies, should they arise,
will be met with intelligent firmneu on the part of responsible parties, and will
be mediated with considerate flexibility.
The principles of open discussion, action by representation, reasonable
negotiation., mutual respectability and shared responsibility will be the bench
marks from which ioint efforts to solve educational problems will derive. The
cooperation of all parties is sought by all other parties, and only when this proves
to be unsuccessful or impossible will any group or individual be separated from
the communIty, and due process w iII be observed in
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These procedures are based on the assumptions of the students' right to
learn, the faculty'• right to t,och, and the administration's responsibility to
provide leadership by which both will be furthered and preserved. Regard for
order and law permeates behavior on the ccmpus as well as in the larger society.

-3Civil law Is to be Invoked onfy if ond when the reasonable methods of dlt<:u11ion
and neeotlatlon fall to prevent dl ..uptlon of orderly procedures or destruction of
property or disturbance of the peace of the moforlty. Itt application wtll not be
delayed If the.. principles are dl..egarded. But good will and serloutneu of

purpose are preferred

Cll

university community.

gulclellnes for action In the bett Interests of the total

